TITLE: DISPOSAL OF MAPP/PROPANE GAS CYLINDERS

Regulatory Citation: NA

Applicability: Mapp/Propane Gas Cylinders (14 oz)

Purpose: Proper management and disposal of Mapp Gas cylinders

Person or Department Responsible: HRS Laboratory Assistant (629-7561)

Schedule: As needed

Procedure: Once cylinder is empty ensure all gases have been removed from cylinder by burning out the residual gas.

Once all gases are removed is removed then the cylinder can be recycled as scrap metal. For proper scrap metal management and recycling, see BMP HRS#12

Record keeping: N/A

Record Location: N/A

Contact: Coordinator of Environmental, Health and Safety (629-7163)
         HRS Laboratory Assistant (629-7561)

HVCC-BMP-HRS#6-mappgas